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OBSTACLES DO NOT BLOCK 
THE PATH, THEY ARE THE PATH!

“Sherp is a unique Ukrainian amphibious all-terrain vehicle, 
designed to operate in extremely difficult conditions and 
on any terrain, to overcome various obstacles and to travel 
on water."

QUADRO INTERNATIONAL, an export-oriented company, 
based in Kyiv, Ukraine, is a developer and manufacturer of 
SHERP ATVs – a unique vehicle in terms of capabilities and
characteristics.

The company is certified with international quality standard 
ISO 9001 and has IP protection in over 100 countries.

Due to its high maneuverability, loading and towing capacity, 
SHERP ATV is an effective business solution that helps its 
customers eliminate their risks and safe costs. 90% of our 
transactions take place in B2B and B2G segments, as well as 
in NGO segment. 

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Mining, Geophysical exploration, Oil&Gas, Powerlines, 
Telecommunications, Energy, Forestry, Recreation, 
Humanitarian missions, Search&Rescue.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

The first-of-a-kind Ukrainian amphibious all-terrain vehicle, 
designed to operate in extremely difficult conditions and on 
any terrain, overcome various obstacles and be used on water. 
SHERP is unparalleled in terms of characteristics, it’s the only 
4WD vehicle in the world that can climb up the ice from water.

SHERP’s distinctive features:
A universal logistics solution – substitutes an ATV, 
a snowmobile, a boat, a hovercraft, and manpower. Can be 
used to transport people and cargo notwithstanding 
the weather and terrain.
Low cost per one ton of cargo delivery – saves up to 75% 
compared to a helicopter.
Up to 65 hours of autonomous work and 19 hours of 
non-stop driving due to additional fuel tanks, integrated 
on each wheel disk.
Able to carry up to 1200 kg of cargo/up to 9 people 
(including a driver).
Weighs less and has greater maneuverability – capable 
of travelling through any terrain where other specialised 
vehicles fail.
Deals with obstacles up to 1 m high.
Drives even on extremely damp soils due to low ground 
pressure: 0.07 – 0.15 kg/cm2 (0.9-2.1 lb/in2).
Eco-friendly engine that meets Stage 5/Toer-4-final 
emission standards and comes with the power of 
55 hp/41 kW.

SHERP
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SHERP

Since 2018 SHERP has been the official supplier of the United 
Nations in World Food Program missions and was recognised 
the best transport solution by Fleet Awards 2019.

SHERP ATV is an effective business solution and universal 
logistics solution in various industries, including mining, 
geophysical exploration, oil&gas, powerlines, 
telecommunications, energy, forestry, and recreation.
SHERP actively cooperates with the governments and 
non-governmental international organisations in 
search&rescue and humanitarian missions around the world.

SHERP always reaches its destination, despite any obstacles. 
After all, obstacles do not block the path, they are the path!

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Viktoriia Tverdokhlib, CEO 
E-mail: viktoria.tverdokhleb@sherp.ua
Tel.: +38 067 827 39 40
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HOLDER OF A GUINNESS WORLD 
RECORD — GREATEST DISTANCE 
TRAVELLED ON E-BIKE, SINGLE 
CHARGE

“Delfast TOP 3.0 is the company’s bestseller e-bike. Its main 
features include speed, impressive power and long-range 
capacities. Top 3.0 can ride up to 200 miles on a single charge 
and is capable of speed up to 50 mph. Being all-terrain, 
Delfast e-bike is a perfect choice for both urban cycling and 
off-road experience.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

EV for commute & daily use, Off-road trips, Police patrolling, 
Delivery services.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Delfast is the only e-bike that holds a Guinness World Record 
for the greatest distance travelled on a single charge (367 km). 
Our engineers developed a powerful battery management 
system that enables its longer and more effective operation. 
Due to its popularity among e-bike fans, the Delfast Top Cop 
attracted attention of police departments — there is a negotiation 
pending with LAPD; Mexicali PD has recently received several 
e-bikes for testing. Delfast has been recognised the fastest 
e-bike of the year by Forbes and named best e-bike for 
off-road experience by Insider.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Yana Andyol,
Head of PR & Comms 
E-mail: ya@delfastbikes.com
Tel.: +38 096 460 93 37

DELFAST BIKE
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LOCOMOTIV-E — THE WAY YOU WANT

“An E-bike should be an all-in-one solution – usable, stylish
and comfortable."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Ecology, Social sphere – safety, Health, Delivery, Transport,
Bikes, Smart gadgets.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

E-bikes are fancy and comfortable urban vehicles. 
Their single-charge mileage can reach 600 km. Each bike 
has a built-in charger and can be charged from any outlet.
Locomotiv-e bike is produced with a large compartment that 
allows you to transport personal belongings, heavy luggage, 
and additional equipment. You can choose your Locomotiv-e 
specification based on your needs and preferences. The bike 
can be equipped with all necessary modern systems – from an 
advanced light control system to a global positioning system 
and personality recognition. Ergonomics and comfort ensure 
passive driving safety at any time. Usability and design are the 
top priorities for Ludovik Bikes; we want our customers to get 
the best out of their driving experience.

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Mr. Eugeniy Ludavichius, Founder
E-mail: info@ludovikbikes.com
Tel.: +38 050 605 07 35

LUDOVIK BIKE
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TRANSFORM YOUR REALITY

“Reflecting an individual style, determination and ambition, 
JAXET was created for anyone who faces obstacles and 
challenges with their head held high.

The visioner behind the brand has always been fascinated 
by the clothing potential to recast existing forms and the 
perceived reality. From innovations that combine fashion 
and technologies, and offer protection from physical and 
digital world, to premium signature style that allows you 
to stand out in the crowd.

JAXET celebrates transformation, providing unlimited 
opportunities to remake and reshape the form and the 
essence. It is created for modern superheroes who dare 
to transform their reality!"

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Smart fashion, Innovations.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

An innovative premium quality jacket created to show a brand 
new reality. It protects from environmental influences and keeps 
your privacy. Polycarbonate protective lens hidden in the hood 
comes in two variations — clear and mirrored (supports Face ID). 
Security pocket with Faraday grid lining protects your cards 
from scamming, concealing all electronic components outside 
the pocket.

Made of water resistant PU (45% Polyurethane, 55% Polyester 
Matt), the jacket comes with a waterproof zipper, light and 
soft “Slimtex'' insulation and printed polyester linen, as well as 
polycarbonate protective lens coated with high-vacuum metal 
deposition. It is UV resistant and can be easily hidden with just 
one move, being fixed in a hood with aluminum D16T top 
locker. The jacket comes with water resistant PU case with a 
forged carbon effect.

Moreover, owners of the jackets get a unique opportunity to 
communicate with each other in any language due to the 
built-in headset, which provides instant translation. Just put 
your jacket on and install a special app on your smartphone to 
become a global citizen.

VIDEO 
PRESENTATION

CONTACTS

Mr. Artur Mkhitaryan, CEO 
E-mail: hello@jaxet.com
Tel.: +38 073 073 10 10

JAXET

MORE 
DETAILS ON
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FIRST EVER UK AND UKRAINE 
MOON MISSIONS – 2022

Spacebit is a privately held British company that develops 
space robotics technology for lunar and planetary missions. 
The company was founded in 2014 by Ukrainian Pavlo 
Tanasyuk. It is funded privately via Pavlo Tanasyuk himself, 
along with a couple of other private investors. The HQ is 
located in London, the UK.

The company opens up the lunar frontier for a wide range 
of customers globally including governments, NGOs, 
commercial enterprises, and consumers by organising 
turnkey commercial payload deliveries to the surface of 
the Moon.

Spacebit is sending the first UK's and Ukraine's missions to 
the Moon in 2022 within the framework of the NASA CLPS 
program. 

The two missions are directed at collecting scientific data 
for the purposes of future space exploration missions.

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Space robotics technology for lunar and planetary missions.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Spacebit will carry out first ever Ukrainian and UK missions 
to the Moon.

Spacebit has created the world's smallest robotic 
four-legged lunar rover named “Asagumo”. It is also the 
first ever lunar rover to be based on legs, not wheels.

Spacebit’s Asagumo is the first ever lunar rover to explore 
lava tubes discovered on the Moon surface.

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Vladyslava Smolinska,
Head of GR, Communications, and Partnerships
E-mail: v.smolinska@spacebit.com
Tel.: +38 067 538 47 02

SPACEBIT
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INSPIRED BY YOU 

“The first glow-in-the-dark Wooden World Map.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Home décor, Design, Travel, Consumer Goods, LED lighting, Art.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Enjoy The Wood — a Ukrainian family-owned brand that was 
the first to create 3D Wooden World Map.

Being handcrafted locally, these wall Maps are totally 
eco-friendly and inspire people to spend good time dreaming, 
learning, and tracking different travel destinations. Since 2014, 
ETW has sent its famous Maps to over 100 000 customers 
worldwide, as well as has forged ahead its innovation.

In May 2021, ETW ran its fifth and the most successful 
Kickstarter campaign: almost 3 500 people supported the 
project with almost 817 000 US dollars pledged.

The new 3D Wooden World Map has trully innovative updates:

18 new colors and better detalisation of the Map 
luminescence: it glows in the dark.
It is magnetic!
It is equipped with the smart LED backlight: simply
controlled via smartphone application (trial period is
available).

Idea born and crafted in Ukraine with love to people and 
innovations.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Maria Ruzhinska,
Head of Distribution Department 
E-mail: etwbulk@gmail.com
Tel.: +380 93 408 00 67

ENJOY THE WOOD
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ECOFACTOR. 
LET’S GO “GREEN” TOGETHER

“Since 2014, EcoFactor has been focusing on the 
development of innovative solutions for e-mobility and 
EV charging infrastructure: EV charging station production, 
EV charging network platform, EV charging hubs. 

It took EcoFactor four years to produce more than 5000 
charging stations: from low-power home chargers to 
ultra-rapid chargers, with a capacity from 3,5 kW 
to 125 kW. Being launched in 2019, EcoFactor network 
platform has partnered with more than 600 commercial 
charging stations. To respond to the increasing demand for 
EV charging, we created a concept of a Charging Hub network 
with fast and ultra-rapid chargers that deliver renewable 
energy, partly generated by solar panels and windmills.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

EV charging services, EV charging stations, EV charging 
infrastructure, SaaS solutions, EV charging hubs.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

EcoFactor Network is a proprietary software that connects 
EcoFactor chargers to the cloud. Its SaaS platform provides 
the host locations and operators with remote access and 
management of EV charging stations. The platform is easy 
to use and offers essential information about the station, 
including usage stats, real-time status, location, and charging 
rates. It creates custom reports on charging session data. 
It has a set of unique and powerful software tools that 
effectively respond to the needs of the Plug-in Electric Vehicle 
market ecosystem. 

MORE DETAILS ON

PRODUCT IN THE MEDIA

CONTACTS

Mr. Sergii Velchev, Founder&CEO
E-mail: sergey.velchev@ecofactor.eu
Tel.: +38 067 557 23 08

ECOFACTOR
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QHUB – ALL-IN-ONE 
SELF–SERVICE STATION

“In the fast-moving world, people should dedicate more 
time to the things that really matter. The rest should be 
taken over by technology. Make the daily routine more 
comfortable and fast with the first all-in-one station 
Brandshub by Omnic international team."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Logistics, Retail, Developers & Real Estate, HoReCa, Service 
companies (laundry, food delivery).

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Brandshub is an ergonomic multifunctional all-in-one self-service 
point, which combines the functions of the post office and 
vending solution, providing the end customer with services 
such as laundry, food delivery, postal services, shoe repair, etc. 
It is an example of the modern last mile delivery solution. You 
can build your own Brandshub just like lego, using only the 
modules that make your business profitable. 

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Ann Snitko, 
Business Development Executive 
E-mail: as@omnic.net
Tel.: +1 323 868 65 72

OMNIC
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LEGACY UKRAINE — A BOOK HIGHLY 
REGARDED IN MANY COUNTRIES 
WORLDWIDE

The book is dedicated to the achievements and legacy of 
the people who originate from Ukraine and of whom we 
are proud. 

These people’s legacy is an inspiration for the new 
generations of talented people that helps encourage them 
and guide them to their own achievements and success.

The LEGACY UKRAINE is a tribute to our prominent 
Ukrainians. It contains lots of showcases presented in a 
bright and striking manner.

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Sasha Esttone, Author 
E-mail: a.malikova.ex@gmail.com
Tel.: +38 067 504 95 36

LEGACY BOOK
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WIDER – ALL-IN-ONE MULTIMEDIA 
SOLUTION FOR BUSINESS AND 
ENTERTAINMENT

“Wider Multivision system is a business solution for 
interactive collaboration, data monitoring, outstanding 
presentations, immersive video call experience and 
advertising. It provides hardware rental services (HaaS), 
sale services and complex project implementation 
services related to IT infrastructure."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Governments: multifunctional visualisation device for 
monitoring centres, headquarters, urban geographic 
information management, mobile security centres for 
situation monitoring.

Corporate business: shared computer for interactive workshops, 
digital stand for marketing and advertising events, exhibitions 
and conferences, solution for immersive presentations and 
video conferences.

Education and healthcare: hardware platform for practical 
training, online/offline education, working with 3D models 
and simulation software.

Huge event entertainment machine: gaming, VR, karaoke, 
mobile indoor/outdoor cinema, digital art demonstration.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Wider Multivision system is an advanced, innovative 
visualisation solution. It consists of the state-of-the-art short 
throw laser projector and soft seamless screen up to 123’’ 
wide (transported in a special transportation case), high-end 
PC components, as well as powerful stereo acoustics. It comes 
with laser display technologies that ensure high clarity and 
contrast, eye protection during long working hours and 
unbreakable soft screen that can be easily mounted anywhere. 
Wider Multivision system consumes less power and has a 
battery life up to 1,5 hours.

VIDEO
PRESENTATION

CONTACTS

Mr. Anton Galiashynskyi, CEO 
E-mail: ag@widermv.com
Tel.: +38 067 239 48 30

WIDER

MORE 
DETAILS ON
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FFFACE

THE FIRST-EVER AUGMENTED 
REALITY CLOTHING WITH A 3D 
ANIMATION DESIGNED FOR 
CONTENT CREATION

“People nowadays showcase their looks online more 
frequently than offline. That is why it is vital to offer them 
a solution for a customised digital look."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

IT Technologies.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

This technology allows you to make one piece of clothing 
look different in photos and videos due to a digital layer 
that can be changed during the photo/video shooting. 
This technology matches with responsible consumption 
and sustainability trends because a consumer doesn’t need 
to buy lots of clothing to look different in social media. Apart 
from the independent product launch we received and 
implemented a request for First-Ever Augmented Reality 
clothing from one of the biggest FMCG brands – Pepsi.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Dmitry Kornilov, CEO
E-mail: dima@ffface.me
Tel.: +380 95 093 06 96

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl-owdaJmbM
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TEXTILE FOR EVERYONE 

“TK Group has been on the market for more than 26 years. 
It specialises in fabrics and textiles. The group is a 
sustainable manufacturing cycle that is based on smart 
solutions designed to improve the textile industry 
globally. Nowadays, TK is primarily focused on the light 
industry. Using fabrics and textiles, TK is able to come with 
any clothing or decor solution easily!"

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Textile Industry.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

TK is a unique innovative solution for textile retail, fabrics, 
and garments.

TK is engaged in import, export and fabric retail. It is also 
known for its garment accessories, home textiles, sewing 
and textile manufacturing, as well as for a number of textile 
startups, such as TK Eco bag, TK Medzahyst, TK Uniform, TK 
Atelier, TK Eco-cleaning. 

The company pursues a smart approach, using upcycle 
techniques. TK is a one-stop-shop opportunity that can 
satisfy all customer needs in textile.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Alyona Bokoch, CMO
E-mail: a.bokoch@tk.ua
Tel.: +38 067 312 00 53

Ms. Daria Kharenkova, BDR
E-mail: d.kharenkova@tk.ua
Tel.: +38 067 763 19 28

TEXTILE CONTACT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl-owdaJmbM
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LET'S EARN MORE

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Libra Data Shelf is a software and hardware solution which 
was developed by our team to address a complex automation 
of goods monitoring and replenishment.

Our product is basically an “Out-Off-Stock” system that 
allows you to:

control the stock on the shelves in retail chains;
monitor the temperature of storage, facilitating appropriate 
product shelf-life;
ensure collecting of data to be put into one table for 
further analysis;
send notifications to selected employees when the quantity 
of goods is below the set level.

Due to “Libra Data Shelf” system, retail can:
reduce risk of a product deficit;
increase the volume of sales due to regular product 
replenishment;
reduce the amount of spoiled products resulting from 
inadequate storage temperature;
improve the product supply scheme;
collect all necessary sales data for the analysis of consumer 
demands;
develop strategic plans to improve sales and increase 
profits.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Petro Syniehub,
Founder of the “Mir Vesov” Group of Companies
E-mail: director@mirvesov.com.ua
Tel.: +38 050 478 65 84

LIBRA DATA SHELF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl-owdaJmbM
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THE FIRST SHAREABLE AIR QUALITY 
MONITORING SYSTEM

“Every breath matters. That is why you need UBreez to “see” 
the air you consume.“

MAIN INDUSTRIES

IT Equipment, Smart Device, Health.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Ubreez is the first shareable air quality monitoring device, 
which means that the data from one Ubox can be shared 
among as many users, as needed. This way, you can track 
the air quality in your house, workplace and your kids' 
school. You can know when temperature, humidity, 
pressure, level of CO2 or volatile chemicals (TVOC) start 
causing discomfort. If any reading doesn't fit the optimal 
range, the Ubreez Box sends a notification to your UBreez 
app. Monitor air components everywhere — "see" what's in 
the air and always know its quality. Receive instant alerts 
when the quality is not optimal — know ahead and be 
proactive. Improve the productivity of your work and 
learning — poor air negatively impacts your. Reduce energy 
losses and power expenses — ventilate the room or purify 
air only when necessary. Save time and money — prevent 
air-related health issues.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Vova Shevchyk, CEO
E-mail: hello@ubreez.com
Tel.: +38 093 022 91 23

UBREEZ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl-owdaJmbM
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PRANA – INNOVATIVE EXTRACT 
AND INPUT VENTILATION 
SYSTEMS WITH HEAT 
RECOVERY TECHNOLOGY

“Healthy indoor micro-climate is a key to high quality, 
long life. Modern people spend up to 90% of their 
time indoors. PRANA recuperators improve safety 
and comfort in any premises.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Energy efficient & smart ventilation technologies.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

PRANA – the unparalleled ventilation system with the copper 
heat exchanger. PRANA ensures simultaneous indoor-outdoor 
air circulation, whereby the heat taken from the inside is retained 
and mixed with clean air; it is thus reintroduced, clean and 
warm, into the closed environment. This state-of-the-art system 
secures steady high energy conversion rate (up to 94%). 
The air quality sensors monitor air quality, while the "Auto" 
mode preserves natural indoor climate. PRANA ventilation 
system prevents internal air pollution that comes from carbon 
dioxide, natural, carbon monoxide gas, radon, phenol, and 
other air contaminants. 

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Roman Kuzych, CEO
E-mail: ai@prana.org.ua
Tel.: +380 98 007 00 36

PRANA
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INNOVATIVE SOLAR
BLIND TECHNOLOGY
TO GENERATE GREEN ENERGY

“Everyone is responsible for saving our planet. Not everyone 
has the opportunity to place solar panels on the roof. 
However, the window may be a meaningful solution.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Renewable and green energy.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

SolarGaps — external aluminum Venetian blinds with solar 
panels, which generate electricity. Smart blinds automatically 
track the sun. This feature can be used as an alarm clock in 
the morning and can keep your privacy during the night. It is 
easily controlled by your smartphone, Google Home, Amazon 
Alexa. SolarGaps protects your house from external influences, 
shades the room, allowing you to save on air conditioning up to 
30%. At the same time, solar panels generate green energy.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

E-mail: hello@solargaps.com
Tel.: +38 067 113 63 08

SOLAR GAPS
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WE MAKE YOUR IT EXPERIENCE 
EASIER!

“EASE is a community of IT and innovation companies which
work together to strengthen the technology sector. We help
businesses find answers and resolve the most important
problems — from appropriate product positioning to scaling up 
and entering new markets.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

IT, Innovations.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Our mission:
Create conditions for small and medium-sized enterprises 
to scale up, develop and influence processes at the 
governmental level.

Make Ukraine's IT brand meaningful, recognisable and 
powerful.

Introduce Ukraine’s developments and innovative products 
in all industries in Ukraine and abroad.

MORE DETAILS ON

PRODUCT IN THE MEDIA

CONTACTS

Ms. Liubov Mochalova, CEO
E-mail: contact@it-ease.com
Tel.: +38 067 361 19 24

EASE
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UNIEXO REHAB IS A SERVICE 
PLATFORM, WHEREBY PATIENTS 
MAY RENT A SUITABLE EXOSKELETON 
FOR A REHABILITATION PRESCRIBED 
BY THE DOCTOR

“UniExo exoskeleton device is designated for rehabilitation of 
limb mobility. Its purpose is to help people with injuries and 
mobility problems to restore arm and leg functions without 
additional help from doctors, using modular robotic 
exoskeleton devices outside of the healthcare facilities.

Personalised physical rehabilitation solutions can help 
regain limb mobility up to three times faster than standard 
rehabilitation procedures.

Huge potential of this technology can help 300 million 
suffering people recover.

The device can be used elsewhere, including at home.

When the rehab program is completed, a patient simply 
returns the exoskeleton device back to the UniExo rehab 
where it becomes available for new clients."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Health, Healthcare, Robotics, Innovations, Wellness, Civic Tech.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

UniExo Rehab is a unique medical platform that offers robotic 
exoskeletons designated for speedy limb recovery. Modular 
robotic exoskeleton is attached to each limb, enabling patients to 
exercise. The company ensures fast delivery and favourable service 
conditions. UniExo exoskeletons shall not necessarily be used 
in hospitals, as well as do not require special maintenance. Our 
exoskeleton is five times more effective compared to stationary 
devices. UniExo comes at ⅓ of the usual treatment cost due to the 
automation of human labour in rehabilitation processes (with 
machine learning algorithms).

UniExo solves the main problem of rehabilitation, offering rapid 
recovery without staying in hospital.

VIDEO
PRESENTATION

CONTACTS

Mr. Anton Holovachenko,
Founder & CEO 
E-mail: holovachenko.a@uniexo.com
Tel.: +38 097 846 05 11

UNIEXO

MORE 
DETAILS ON
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MAIN INDUSTRIES

Health, Healthcare, Wellness

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Advanced Body Dental — an innovative technology that 
helps extend human life by 20 year in average (*data from 
the American Academy of Sleep Medicine) and improve its 
quality significantly.

There are no alternatives globally save for individual 
technology components, which might not be suitable for 
a particular case or match the technology’s success rate.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Ms. Olha Kozyk, Owner
E-mail: olhakozyk@gmail.com
Tel.: +38 097 911 90 26

CHOOSING US, YOU CHOOSE 
A JOYFUL, MEANINGFUL, 
HIGH-QUALITY LIFE!

“ABD-Technology is an innovative healthcare product 
that helps prolong human life and improve its quality. 
The technology was publicly presented at the 2nd Congress 
of the Balkanic Association of Orthodontic Specialists, 9th 
Congress of Romanian Association for Excellence in 
Orthodontics in 2018. It was awarded the first place in 
the Young Orthodontists Scientific Competition. The technology 
was published in two international medical journals, as well as 
registered with Google Scholar service. The ABD-Technology 
offers snoring remedy to people of all ages without any 
surgery or medicine, helps get rid of pain in the jaw joint, 
helps cure Early Sedentary Death Syndrome, and chronic 
ENT disorder.”

ABD TECHNOLOGY
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IMAGINE! INTERACT! CREATE! 

“EdPro — Ukrainian manufacturer of equipment for education, 
as well as STEM product, interactive panels, educational 
software, and interactive textbooks developer."

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

AMPERIA KIT — is a STEM product that covers all REAL-WORLD 
LAB EXPERIMENTS for Electricity, Electrical circuits, Magnetism 
and Electromagnetism. This smart school laboratory equipment 
engages students and bridges the gap between Theoretical 
Physics and the joy of learning! AMPERIA KIT was developed 
and tested in cooperation with teachers and students. This is 
an ideal solution for STEM projects, including research and 
experiments.

Get ready, experiments with AMPERIA allow you to study 
more about processes and phenomena along with electricity 
and magnetism, and cover various extracurricular topics.

MORE DETAILS ON

PRODUCT IN THE MEDIA

CONTACTS

Mr. Andriy Tabachyn, CEO
E-mail: atabachyn@edpro.ua
Tel.: +38 067 665 47 67

EDPRO
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MAIN INDUSTRIES

Fishing, Tourism, Mobile App, AI, Tourism innovations.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

One click fishing. Our unique IP protected technology.

On the road. We offer fishing opportunities within a distance 
of N-km from the main route.

The Guide. Provides client support by a licensed 
FishingNOW guide.

SOS. Is an emergency assistance for clients of 
FishingNOW club.

F-Now License. Allows you to pay in one click and obtain 
a necessary fishing license.

Fishing Marketplace. Connects all the existing fishing 
equipment stores to the system's network.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Mr. Max Kaminskyi, CEO, Co-founder
E-mail: maxlaw92@gmail.com
Tel: +38 093 433 50 70

Mr. Yevhen Poremchuk, CTO, Co-founder
E-mail: evgeniy@becausewhynot.dev
Tel: +38 068 119 01 16

ONE CLICK FISHING. 
ANYWHERE. ANYTIME 

“FishingNOW is the online booking solution for anglers around 
the world. We provide unique services for our users and create 
a comprehensive ecosystem for fishermen. AI helps choose 
fishing spots according to a fisherman’s individual preferences. 
In addition, there is a corresponding recommendation system 
that is adjusted to user's needs. Having developed a unique 
database of non-public commercial ponds, we offer our 
clients a remarkable fishing experience.”

FISHING NOW
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MAIN INDUSTRIES

Digital transformation of public services, e-Governance.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Launched two years ago, the Diia application allows Ukrainian 
citizens to use more than seventy online public services in 
seventeen categories. Ukraine became the first state in the 
world to launch digital passport, which is a legal substitute 
for a paper passport made available in a smartphone. Having 
created “Diia”, Ukraine became the fourth European country to 
issue digital driving licence. We provided the world's fastest 
business registration service through the Diia website. Now it 
takes only ten minutes to start your own business. More than a 
half million people have already been registered as “individual 
entrepreneurs” through Diia website. In August 2021, Ukraine 
began a “paperless” era; henceforth public authorities shall 
not demand paper documents from Ukrainians. No to paper 
documents and endless queues — use “Diia”.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine, 
Minister of Digital Transformation
Mr. Mykhailo Fedorov
E-mail: fedorov@thedigital.gov.ua
Tel: +38 044 256 73 15

CONVENIENT. 
HUMAN-CENTERED. 
EASY.

“Diia is a digital ecosystem created by the Ministry of 
Digital Transformation of Ukraine. It includes a website and 
application whereby digital public services and documents 
are provided. Since its debut two years ago, the Ministry 
amended Diia with the eMalyatko service, the world's fastest 
business registration tool, and dozens of other online services. 
Today, more than 11 mln people, or every fourth citizen, use 
“Diia” products."

DIIA
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YOU MAY NOT BELIEVE IN UNICORNS, 
BUT THEY BELIEVE IN YOU!

“The Ukrainian Startup Fund (USF) is a one-of-a-kind state 
institution that is fully focused on funding early-stage Ukrainian 
startups, offering non-refundable and non-equity grants (up to 
$75k per startup). Moreover, USF puts forward an acceleration 
program for startups in nine accredited accelerators (including 
top-notch international and local incubators/accelerators), 
implements corporate innovations and voucher programs, as well 
as integrates new opportunities for startups through international 
partnerships.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

There are no specific restrictions on industries that USF funds: 
Blockchain, AI, Energy, AgroTech, E-Gov, Cybersecurity, Fintech, 
HealthTech, Big Data and many others.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Within two years of operation, USF has become the largest 
angel investor in Ukraine and one of the largest in Eastern 
Europe, having already funded 200 startups in the total 
amount of $5 mln. The Fund's startups have already received 
more than $30 mln in cash investments and nearly $30 mln 
in related services. USF has built an organic community, 
bringing together startups, experts, VCs, accelerators and 
other stakeholders.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Mr. Pavlo Kartashov, CEO of USF 
E-mail: kartashov@usf.com.ua
Tel: +38 067 403 53 70

UKRAINIAN STARTUP FUND
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YOUR INVESTMENT MATTERS

''UkraineInvest is the only Ukraine's government investment 
promotion office that provide free of charge services, aiming 
to attract and support investment."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Investment Promotion Office.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

UkraineInvest is the Ukrainian investment promotion office 
established by the Government in 2016 to attract foreign direct 
investment and assist existing investors to expand their 
businesses in Ukraine. UkraineInvest is committed to provide 
investors with free of charge “one-stop-shop support”, 
including up-to-date information and advice on doing business 
in Ukraine, guidelines on governmental agencies and 
assistance in resolving any issues investors may face. 
Our unalterable mission is to promote Ukraine’s investment 
opportunities globally and make investors feel welcome in 
Ukraine. For the past few years, UkraineInvest has become 
one of the most successful state institutions responsible for 
investment promotion in Ukraine. Since 2016, UkraineInvest 
has helped unlock and attract over 4 bln U.S. dollars from 
existing and new investors and provided over five thousand 
consultations. In 2021, UkraineInvest was listed among 
TOP-3 investment promotion agencies across emerging Europe 
regions in the Investment Promotion Agency 2021 ranking.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Sergiy Tsivkach,
Executive Director
E-mail: info@ukraineinvest.gov.ua
Tel: +38 098 567 88 99

UKRAINEINVEST
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“GERC has been operating on the market since 1999. The company 
provides Unified Software Complex solutions to banks and financial 
institutions, utility service providers, state and municipal enterprises, 
state and fiscal bodies. 

GERC is a database integrator, which forms a single resident profile, 
containing personal data, the prior history of interaction with all 
institutions and organisations. It also includes information on the 
income and payment history of 2,800,000 users. 

GERC has developed and implemented a corporate-class 
ETL system for processing and managing the debt database of 
the Ukrainian residents."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Payment services, Database processing, Software product 
development, Technical support, Information services, ETL - 
database aggregator.

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

E-mail: gerc@gerc.ua
Tel.: +38 0482 300 033

GERC
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AVITAR

A USER-FRIENDLY LEGAL 
ENVIRONMENT, CONNECTING 
COMPANIES AND CUSTOMERS ONLINE

“AVITAR provides an ultimate legal solution for online business.
AVITAR helps companies reduce risks related to their online 
activities, and increase clients’ loyalty. Our services include, inter alia:

Data protection compliance (GDPR, CCPA (US), UK Data 
Protection Act, DIFC Data Protection Law compliance, etc.).
E-commerce compliance (we draft user-friendly legal 
documents for websites and apps, as well as offer marketing 
compliance services).
Web-Accessibility services (ADA, WCAG 2.1, Dubai Universal 
Design Code (DUDC), etc.).”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

E-commerce, Technology Sector (IT, Fintech, Event Tech, etc.).

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

AVITAR helps website and application owners comply with 
legal requirements applicable to their online activities, 
making compliance their advantage on the market. The main 
principle is a comprehensible approach in facilitating legal 
communication between companies and their customers.

Users are often reluctant to read the documents they are 
required to agree on because of the intricate legal language 
and unmanageable visual structure. AVITAR creates 
user-friendly documents that are easy to understand 
due to visual prompts and word simplicity. AVITAR also 
promotes personal data protection.

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Ms. Maria Skakun,
CBDO, Senior Associate
E-mail: ms@avitar.legal
Tel: +38 050 296 72 92
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AJAX

WHEN SECURITY IS AN ART

“Ajax Systems is a Ukrainian IoT company with HQ, R&D 
and manufacturing facilities in Kyiv. Established in 2011 by 
Aleksandr Konotopskyi (CEO), the company develops professional 
wireless security systems and exports them to over 120 countries 
across the globe, ensuring solutions for more than 1 000 000 users. 
Ajax product line includes apps for smart home automation, as well 
as 36 devices aimed at protection of premises from breaking and 
entering, fire and leaks. Having received the prestigious awards of 
specialised exhibitions such as IFSEC (UK), Expoprotection (France) 
and MIPS/Securika, today Ajax is the most awarded wireless 
security system in Europe."

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Hardware and software development, Smart home security 
systems.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

The Ajax's product line includes 36 security devices for 
protection of premises and adjacent territories, including fire 
safety and leaks protection, as well as home automation. 
Striving for excellence, the company created a cutting-edge 
security technology from scratch. To achieve this, Ajax’s team 
combined engineering innovation, state-of-the-art technology 
and software, and modern design.

The main pros of the new generation of Ajax wireless security 
systems are:

Easy to control – from a smartphone (iOS/Android) or web 
browser.
Simple installation – device doesn’t need to be assembled 
or disassembled, it arrives ready to be used right away.
State-of-the-art software – automatic updates, remote 
settings, and an intuitive interface.
Protection – built-in reserve battery, detection and 
prevention of jamming, encrypted floating-point, 
and a backup GSM channel.
Jeweller protocol – a reliable interaction among devices 
within a distance of up to 2,000 meters in open space. 
High energy-efficient work – batteries and detectors last up 
to seven years.
Central monitoring system can be easily connected to our 
equipment (via Contact ID protocol).

VIDEO
PRESENTATION

MORE 
DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Valentyn Gritsenko,
Chief Marketing Officer
E-mail: val@ajax.systems
Tel.: +38 067 143 76 73
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MANEZH

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Sun Protection Systems

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

M-Ocean. ARSO. LITE.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Marina Dyachenko,
CEO, head of MANEZH
E-mail: mdyachenko@manezh.ua
Tel: +38 050 313 70 39

WE ARE MORE THAN OUR PRODUCT
WE CREATE OUR WORLD
IT IS SPECIAL AND WE ARE READY 
TO OPEN IT FOR YOU

“MANEZH offers its own sun protection systems.

It includes interior sun protection systems (they are installed 
inside the building to limit the daylight distribution inside the 
room) and exterior sun protection systems (they are installed 
outdoors on facades or in open spaces ). They are used not 
only to shade the room, but also to help save electricity, ensure 
comfort "outside the house"."
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YES STRAWS

AN ECO-FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE TO 
HARMFUL PLASTIC STRAWS

“We`ve created Yes Straws as an eco-friendly alternative to 
harmful plastic straws. Let`s change the world for the better 
together.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

HoReCa, F&B, Plastic alternatives, Sustainable products.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Yes Straws Ukraine LLC is a leading Eastern European 
manufacturer of biodegradable and compostable drinking 
straws made of cane (reed) and wheat stalks. Our cane (reed) 
straws are a unique product and are ecologically friendly in a 
way straws have never been before. We invented a technology 
to clean and sterilise the reed stalks and to achieve their 
premium quality. Now we can confirm that the products we 
offer are: eco-friendly, biodegradable and compostable, super 
stylish, and comfortable to use. Our product is protected with 
3 National patents of Ukraine.

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Mr. Andrii Lytvyn, CEO
E-mail: andrew@yesstraws.com
Tel.: +38 063 186 39 64
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COPRA ACOUSTIC

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Audio, Hardware, R&D.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Copra® is the first-of-its-kind acoustic system that generates 
a high-quality diffuse sound; the system is dynamic, 
physically changeable and equipped with the housing made 
of two completely different materials — polymer-impregnated 
concrete and coconut shell endocarp. This is a new design 
inspired by nature and shaped by science. It is a high quality, 
ultra-powerful and compact Hi-End level electronic amplifier.

Coconut endocarp provides excellent high power sound 
compared to bulky chipboard, MDF or solid wood. Coconut 
shell is robust, lightweight and greatly damped due to 
micropores and longitudinal fibers. Simply put, it does not 
generate any side-tones even at extremely high-power signal. 
Its shape, dimension ratio and unique internal cell capture 
materials engineers' attention. Although there is a variety of 
choice, only 1% can be suitable.

Polymer concrete has an oval shape, as an egg, which adds to 
the power quality. Due to the ovaloid concrete housing, the 
acoustic system is compact, demonstrates the best acoustic 
features within the low frequency spectrum — it does not make 
any meaningful noises or vibrations. It helped implement a 
heavy-duty speaker with a maximum oscillation amplitude up 
to 6 cm, capable of reaching an amplitude of 18 Hz. To ensure 
sound dynamics, we use two low frequency speakers — «low 
bass » and «upper bass». It also allows precision and quality 
while the housing is closed. This is an impeccable solution, 
which embodies cutting-edge technologies for speakers and 
amplifiers.

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Mr. Max Chyzhov,
E-mail: m.chyzhov@gmail.com
Tel: +38 050 231 70 53

THE SOUND ARCHITECT
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DTEK

ENERGY IN ACTION

“We are a dynamically developing Ukrainian company that strives 
for leadership on the European energy markets. Our success is 
based on people, efficiency, and advanced technologies. DTEK 
Group is the leading private investor in Ukraine’s energy sector. 
We invest in the Ukrainian energy sector by implementing 
innovative technologies, building new capacities, developing 
new businesses, and improving production.”

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Energy & Innovations.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

DTEK enterprises generate electricity at solar, wind, and 
thermal power plants, produce coal and natural gas, and trade 
energy products in both Ukrainian and international markets. 
Additionally, the company distributes and supplies electricity 
to customers, offers clients products and solutions to improve 
energy efficiency, and develops a network of fast charging 
stations. Last year, the group presented its Strategy 2030 with 
an obligation to achieve carbon neutrality by 2040. The Strategy 
aims for ecological, efficiency and technological transformation 
based on ESG principles including 12 defined UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. DTEK is the largest investor in renewable 
energy in Ukraine, striving to reach 33% renewable assets in 
its portfolio by 2030 and bringing Ukraine closer to EU Green 
Deal implementation.

VIDEO PRESENTATION

MORE DETAILS ON 

CONTACTS

Ms. Antonina Antosha,
Press secretary
E-mail: AntoshaAS@dtek.com
Tel: +38 044 581 45 39
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KOLISAR 

MAIN INDUSTRIES

Conferences and events, Restaurants, Hotels, Healthcare, 
Education, Services, Shopping centres, Residential buildings, 
Utilities, Stores.

PRODUCT UNIQUENESS

Simple, functional tool which has properties of a web-page 
and an application.
No need for any downloads; no need to use a phone 
memory.
Instant start and uninterrupted high-speed operation, 
regardless of Internet signal strength.
Creating a bot takes several days. You may add content 
during the creation process.
Updates become available to users immediately.

MORE DETAILS ON

CONTACTS

Ms. Natalia Sarkisyan,
E-mail: marketing@kolisar.com
Tel: +38 097 820 86 85 

Ms. Arpine Abrahamyan,
E-mail: 7987312@ukr.net 
Tel: +38 063 798 73 12

CREATE IN UKRAINE — SERVE 
GLOBALLY

“The only company on the market which specialises in bot 
applications for marketing and sales. We had been creating 
bots before it became mainstream. More than ten years in IT, 
more than three years in bot development. The main 
advantage of bots is speed! We are an “emergency response” 
team. We establish contacts with the management and 
marketing departments. We propose a bot architecture, 
determine its capacities and get it ready for new business 
oppportunities. The software itself gives complete freedom, 
endowing a bot with necessary technical functions. We create 
bots for individual business needs.”
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